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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a young (τ ∼ 117 Myr), low-mass (M ∼ 1200 M), metal-poor ([Fe/H] ∼
−1.14) stellar association at a heliocentric distance D ≈ 28.7 kpc, placing it far into the Milky Way
halo. At its present Galactocentric position (R, z) ∼ (23, 15) kpc, the association is (on the sky) near
the leading arm of the gas stream emanating from the Magellanic cloud system, but is located ≈ 60◦
from the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) center on the other side of the Milky Way (MW) disk. If
the cluster is co-located with HI gas in the stream, we directly measure the distance to the leading
arm of the Magellanic stream. The measured distance is inconsistent with Magellanic stream model
predictions that do not account for ram pressure and gas interaction with the MW disk. The estimated
age of the cluster is consistent with the time of last passage of the leading arm gas through the Galactic
midplane; We therefore speculate that this star-formation event was triggered by its last disk midplane
passage. Most details of this idea remain a puzzle: the Magellanic stream has low column density,
the MW disk at large radii has low gas density, and the relative velocity of the leading arm and MW
gas is large. However it formed, the discovery of a young stellar cluster in the MW halo presents an
interesting opportunity for study. This cluster was discovered with Gaia astrometry and photometry
alone, but follow-up DECam photometry was crucial for measuring its properties.
Keywords: Galaxy: open clusters and associations – Galaxy: halo – stars: formation – surveys
1. INTRODUCTION
The distant stellar halo of the Milky Way (i.e. far
from the disk midplane, |z| & 5 kpc) is typically char-
acterized by its old (& 10 Gyr), metal-poor ([Fe/H] ≈
−1.5) stellar population. The typical old age of the stel-
lar halo is understood as a signature of the dominant
(in stellar mass) progenitor systems that were accreted
early on in the formation of the Galaxy (massive dwarf
galaxies Deason et al. 2015; Fiorentino et al. 2015). It
is thought that these systems came in with significant
adrn@astro.princeton.edu
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gas reservoirs, but were quenched and stripped through
collisional processes that heated and dispersed the gas
(e.g., Mayer et al. 2006), thus preventing immediate star
formation in the deposited gas. The Milky Way, how-
ever, continues to accrete satellite galaxies, as is evi-
denced by the prominent stellar stream from the Sagit-
tarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata et al. 1994; Majewski et al.
2003), the presence of the Large and Small Magellanic
Clouds (LMC and SMC), and about 50 dwarf satellites
within the Galactic halo. While Sagittarius was likely
stripped of its neutral gas long ago (Burton & Lock-
man 1999; Tepper-Garc´ıa & Bland-Hawthorn 2018), the
LMC–SMC system is associated with ≈ 8 × 108 M of
HI gas (Bru¨ns et al. 2005), which extends into leading
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and trailing gas streams (Mathewson et al. 1974; Put-
man et al. 1998; Bru¨ns et al. 2005; Nidever et al. 2010).
Here we report the first discovery of a young star clus-
ter in the Milky Way halo that appears to be associated
with this LMC–SMC gas stream, which suggests that
young stars can form from tidally stripped gas during
low-mass mergers and may therefore exist throughout
the otherwise aging stellar halo.
The Magellanic stream (MS), including gas in the
leading arm (LA), is a large stream of predominantly
hydrogen gas emanating from the LMC–SMC system
that wraps nearly ≈ 200◦ around the sky (Mathewson
et al. 1974; Putman et al. 1998; Bru¨ns et al. 2005; Nide-
ver et al. 2010) and contains a significant fraction of the
total gas mass associated with the LMC–SMC (Bru¨ns
et al. 2005). The trailing MS has been studied in great
detail by large-area and high-resolution radio sky sur-
veys: Recent surveys have found small-scale structure
and gas fragmentation (e.g., Nidever et al. 2008; For
et al. 2014) and a large-scale bifurcation, with kinemat-
ically (Nidever et al. 2008) and chemically (Fox et al.
2013) distinct “strands” that lead back to the LMC and
the SMC. The LA gas has been found to connect to re-
gions of low-column-density gas (N ∼ 1018–1019 cm−2)
on the other side of the Galactic disk (Putman et al.
1998; Nidever et al. 2008), and has been decomposed
into distinct gas features named LA I–IV (Bru¨ns et al.
2005; Nidever et al. 2008; Venzmer et al. 2012).
The origin and formation of these LA features is still
uncertain. Initial studies of the LA argued that the fea-
tures closest to the LMC–SMC can be traced back to
the SMC (Putman et al. 1998), but outer features of
the LMC appear to lead directly into the LA I feature
(Nidever et al. 2008). Recent chemical abundance mea-
surements along several sight-lines passing through the
LA again support an SMC origin for the gas (Fox et al.
2013, 2018; Richter et al. 2018). Whatever the origin of
the LA gas, it is clear that tidal stripping by the Milky
Way is required to form the LA (Nidever et al. 2008;
Besla et al. 2012). However, the LA features deviate
from the predicted orbit of the LMC–SMC, implying
that ram pressure or interactions the outer Milky Way
disk (from the recent disk plane passage) may have re-
moved orbital energy from the LA gas (e.g., Bekki et al.
2008).
The gas in the MS encodes information about the
past and future trajectory of the LMC–SMC, and about
interactions between this gas and the Milky Way. Com-
bined with recent proper motion measurements of the
LMC (Kallivayalil et al. 2006, 2013) and improved mod-
els for the LMC–SMC that suggest they are on their first
passage through the Galaxy (Besla et al. 2007, 2010,
2012), several groups have used the MS to constrain
properties of both the interaction history of the LMC–
SMC and of the dark matter halo of the Milky Way
(see recent review by D’Onghia & Fox 2016). In gen-
eral, these models for the formation of the MS rely on
past interactions between the LMC and SMC to pre-
process the Magellanic gas distribution before infall and
eventual stripping by the tidal field of the Milky Way
(Besla et al. 2012; Diaz & Bekki 2012); More recent
hydrodynamical simulations of the MCs showed that
the repeated encounters between the LMC–SMC strip
gas both from the SMC and the LMC, and this tidally
stripped gas can then create filamentary structures both
in the leading and trailing MS (Pardy et al. 2018). Many
observational studies (e.g., Olsen et al. 2011; Noe¨l et al.
2013; Mackey et al. 2016; Carrera et al. 2017; Choi et al.
2018a,b; Zivick et al. 2018; Belokurov & Erkal 2019)
of the LMC–SMC themselves will provide strong con-
straints the interaction history of the MCs.
One critical difficulty in using the MS to further im-
prove models of the LMC–SMC interaction and infall
is the lack of distance information along the MS. No
significant over-density of stars have been found asso-
ciated with the trailing MS (Guhathakurta & Reitzel
1998), thus leaving distance and tangential velocity in-
formation unknown. While a small number of OB stars
have been found in the vicinity of the LA gas (Casetti-
Dinescu et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2017), their sparsity
and concentration near the Galactic plane make it diffi-
cult to unambiguously associate them with the MS and
not runaway OB stars from the Milky Way disk.
In this Article, we report the discovery of a young
stellar cluster at the far edge of the LA II feature
(LMS ∼ 65◦) that is located far into the Galactic halo
(D ∼ 28.7 kpc) and therefore plausibly formed from gas
in the leading arm of the MS as it crossed the Galac-
tic disk. This provides the first precise distance mea-
surement to the MS leading arm to be compared with
simulations of the LMC–SMC in the Milky Way, and
provides an opportunity to study recent star formation
in a unique environment. The discovery of Price-Whelan
1 will enable new modeling efforts that track the infall
of the LMC–SMC, the tidal stripping of Magellanic gas,
and the interaction of this gas with the Milky Way.
In Section 2, we present the initial discovery with
Gaia DR2 and follow-up observations with DECam to
obtain deeper photometry of the region around the as-
sociation. In Section 3, we use the Gaia data to mea-
sure the kinematics, and DECam photometry to infer
the age, metallicity, and distance to Price-Whelan 1In
Section 4, we interpret the inferred stellar population
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parameters of Price-Whelan 1 and discuss plausible for-
mation scenarios. We conclude in Section 5.
2. DATA
2.1. Cluster discovery with Gaia
We use astrometric data from the Gaia mission (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016), data release 2 (DR2; Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018a; Lindegren et al. 2018) to
search for distant, comoving multiplets of blue stars.
Our original intent was to search for small, distant, co-
moving groups of blue horizontal branch stars to identify
new candidate satellites of the Milky Way. We therefore
initially select all stars from Gaia with parallax $ < 1,
color−0.5 < (BP−RP) < 0, G-band magnitudeG < 20,
and Galactic latitude |b| > 20◦ (see Appendix A for
the database query). We further exclude stars within
a 15◦ radius from the LMC, and a 8◦ radius from the
SMC — 27,895 stars remain after these cuts. We then
cross-match this catalog to itself with both sky posi-
tions and proper motions: we search for pairs of stars
that have separations s < 0.5◦ and proper motion differ-
ences |∆µ| < 0.5 mas yr−1. We then combine mutually-
connected comoving pairs into small groups of stars that
are colocated on the sky and comoving in proper mo-
tions, and remove groups that have < 4 members. We
cross-match the mean sky positions of the groups to lo-
cations of local group galaxies (McConnachie 2012) and
Milky Way globular clusters (2010 edition; Harris 1996)
and filter out all groups that lie within 1 degree of these
known objects. After these filters, one group of comov-
ing stars remains at (RA,Dec) ∼ (179,−29)◦.
We then query all objects from the Gaia DR2 catalog
within a rectangle centered on the nominal position of
this group, with a width of 5◦ and a height of 5◦ in the
equatorial (ICRS) coordinate system (see Appendix A
for the database query). Figure 1 shows the Gaia data
for this region: The left panel shows the Gaia color-
magnitude diagram, extinction corrected following the
procedure used in Danielski et al. (2018) and the co-
efficients from Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b), with
the blue over-density highlighted by the polygon (blue)
and under-plotted with a 100 Myr, [Fe/H] = −1.1 MIST
isochrone (red line; Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016; Paxton
et al. 2011, 2013, 2015). Surprisingly, this group appears
to be a young, distant main sequence, rather than an old
population of horizontal branch stars. The middle and
right panels of Figure 1 show sky positions and proper
motions of all stars in this sky region (grey background
density), and only stars in the CMD selection polygon
(black markers).
The Gaia data reveal the presence of a young, distant,
spatially-clustered, and co-moving stellar over-density
— named Price-Whelan 1 — but the Gaia photometry
is too shallow to resolve anything but the brightest main
sequence stars. The spatial morphology of the cluster is
large on the sky, and interestingly substructured with at
least two subcomponents (labeled a and b in Figure 1)
that are indistinguishable in terms of their proper mo-
tions and uncertainties. With the Gaia data alone, the
distance, age, and metallicity of the cluster cannot be
determined, as these quantities are degenerate where
the main sequence is nearly vertical. In the next sec-
tion, we describe deeper DECam imaging obtained over
a portion of the cluster.
2.2. Follow-up with DECam
We obtained DECam u-, g-, and i-band imaging of
a single field centered on the “a” spatial component of
the cluster (see Figure 1) discovered using the Gaia data
(see previous section). Observations were obtained with
the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) on the CTIO 4m
Blanco telescope on UT 2018 May 20 with 3×300s ex-
posures in u−, g−, and i-band. The NOAO Commu-
nity Pipeline (CP; Valdes et al. 2014; Valdes et al., in
preparation) InstCal images, which have the instrumen-
tal signature removed, were downloaded from the NOAO
Archive1 for further processing. Forced PSF photome-
try was performed with the PHOTRED pipeline (Nide-
ver et al. 2017) which uses the DAOPHOT ALLSTAR
(Stetson 1987) and ALLFRAME (Stetson 1994) suite of
programs.
The instrumental photometry (i.e., −2.5 log(ADU sec−1)
was calibrated using Pan-STARRS1 (PS1; Chambers
et al. 2016) photometry for g- and i-band and with
SkyMapper (Wolf et al. 2018) for the u-band obser-
vations. We use a robust linear fit to cross-matched
sources (that appear in both PS1/SkyMapper and our
observations) to obtain a zero-point and (for g- and i-
band) color-term to derive color transformations relating
our instrumental DECam photometry to calibrated PS1
grizy and SkyMapper u-band photometry (see Table 1
for the derived transformation coefficients). We apply
this color transformation to the instrumental photome-
try to put our photometry on the PS1/DECam system.
This calibration enables us to treat the photometry as
if it were PS1 (g- and i-band) and DECam (u-band)
photometry in the isochrone modeling described below.
The robust RMS around the linear fit is 0.028 mag for
g- and i-band and 0.164 mag for the u-band; We adopt
these RMS values as systematic errors that are added
in quadrature to the photometric uncertainties for in-
dividual sources in the modeling described below. The
1 http://archive.noao.edu
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Discovery of Price-Whelan 1 with Gaia
Figure 1. Color-magnitude diagram, sky positions, and proper motions from Gaia DR2 for the region around (α, δ) ∼
(179,−29)◦. Left panel: Gaia color-magnitude diagram (CMD) for all sources with G < 20 and sky position within 3 degrees
of (α, δ) = (179.5,−28.8)◦, extinction corrected following Danielski et al. (2018). Red line shows a 100 Myr, [Fe/H] = −1.1 MIST
isochrone shifted to a distance of 30 kpc. Shaded pixels (grey 2D histogram) show the density of all sources in the CMD for this
sky region, and points (black markers) show only sources in the blue selection polygon shown. Middle panel: Sky positions
for all sources in the shown sky region (grey 2D histogram). Black markers show only sources in the blue selection polygon
shown in the CMD (left panel). Arrow (green) indicates the inferred proper motion direction (Section 3.1). Subcomponents of
the cluster (a and b) are indicated. Right panel: Proper motions for all sources in the shown sky region (grey 2D histogram).
Black markers again show only sources in the blue CMD selection region (left panel).
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Figure 2. The sky region around Price-Whelan 1, showing
the same Gaia CMD-selected sources as in Figure 1 (black
markers), and point sources identified from DECam g-band
follow up (blue and red markers). Red markers show sources
in the DECam field used as control sources, and blue markers
show sources used as cluster member candidates.
larger scatter in u-band—larger than the uncertainty
in the individual photometric measurements—is due
to the significant differences between the DECam and
SkyMapper u-band passbands as well as the u-band’s
sensitivity to both temperature and metallicity.
Figure 2 shows the sky positions of the Gaia CMD-
selected sources (black markers; see same in middle
panel, Figure 1), along with point sources identified in
the g-band data obtained with DECam: sources in con-
trol fields are shown as red markers, and sources in clus-
ter fields are shown as blue markers. We note that the
smaller over-density located northeast of the DECam
field, component b (see Figure 1), was not followed up
in this work.
Figure 3 shows DECam color-magnitude diagrams for
the control and cluster sub-fields (the magnitudes here
are not extinction-corrected). The blue comoving group,
Price-Whelan 1, identified in Section 2.1 using Gaia data
alone shows up as a clear young main sequence in the
cluster fields (right panel of Figure 3). Later, we use
photometry in the sub-region of the cluster fields identi-
fied by the dashed rectangle to infer the cluster param-
eters.
3. METHODS
In the subsections below, we perform two indepen-
dent analyses of the data available for Price-Whelan 1.
First, in Section 3.1, we use astrometric data from Gaia
DR2 to determine the mean proper motion of the clus-
ter by modeling the kinematics of the cluster and back-
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Figure 3. DECam g− i versus g color-magnitude diagrams
for the DECam control fields (left panel) and DECam cluster
fields (right panel). Note the prominent young, distant main
sequence in the cluster fields: This is the main sequence of
Price-Whelan 1. The sources in the dashed (red) rectangle
in the right panel are later used to measure the cluster stellar
population parameters.
Table 1. DECam Photometric Transformation
Band Color Zero-point term Color term
uDECam · · · 27.178± 0.016 · · ·
gPS1 ginst. − iinst. 24.9471± 0.0068 −0.03494± 0.0051
iPS1 ginst. − iinst. 24.7534± 0.0011 −0.07379± 0.0007
ground sources. Then, in Section 3.2, we use photo-
metric data from DECam to assign membership proba-
bilities to sources and simultaneously measure the clus-
ter stellar population parameters (age, metallicity, dis-
tance, etc.). We perform these analyses separately be-
cause Gaia DR2 only includes the most massive members
of the cluster, but the addition of lower main sequence
members apparent in the DECam photometry provide a
much better constraint on the cluster parameters. The
parameters derived from this analysis are summarized
in Table 4.
3.1. Inferring the mean proper motion with Gaia
We measure the mean proper motion of Price-Whelan
1 by constructing a probabilistic model of the clus-
ter and background populations using astrometric data
from Gaia. We start by selecting all stars with (BP −
RP)0 < 0.35 to remove low-mass and old main sequence
star contamination in the region. Figure 4, left (grey
points), shows the sky positions of stars that pass this
blue cut in the region around the young cluster. The
larger solid-line circle indicates the region we define as
the cluster area, and the two smaller dashed-line cir-
cles indicate control fields that are combined and used
for modeling the background distribution of proper mo-
tions. The control fields are designed to, together, have
the same total area as the cluster field, and were chosen
to have similar latitudes as the cluster field in the Mag-
ellanic stream coordinate system (Nidever et al. 2008).
We assume that the background density in the cluster
field is equivalent to the average background density of
the joint control fields: We do not see any gradients or
significant differences in the proper motion distribution
between these two control fields. From visual inspection
of the CMDs of the control fields, we do not see any
significant clustered over-density and therefore assume
that these fields are dominated by the background stel-
lar density. The right panel of Figure 4 shows the differ-
ence of the 2D proper motion distributions in the cluster
and summed control fields. The distinct over-density of
stars near (µα, µδ) ≈ (−0.5, 0.5) mas yr−1 is the iden-
tified comoving association of blue stars.2 Note that
Figure 4 is only meant as an illustration: The cluster
proper motion is determined probabilistically by taking
into account the full Gaia covariance matrices for each
source, as described below.
To measure the cluster (mean) proper motion, we
first construct a model for the error-deconvolved proper
motion distribution in the control fields using “extreme
deconvolution” (XD; Bovy et al. 2011) with two Gaus-
sian components. XD takes into account the full er-
ror distributions for each proper motion measurement
µ = (µα, µδ), including covariances Cµ, provided by
Gaia DR2. After running XD on the proper motion dis-
tribution of the control fields, we fix the parameters of
the density model and use this as the background model
for the cluster field. We model the proper motion dis-
tribution in the cluster region using a two-component
mixture model with a single, isotropic Gaussian compo-
nent for the error-deconvolved cluster distribution with
mean x and isotropic variance s2, and the XD-inferred
background model, pXD, for the background component.
In detail, taking f to be the fraction of blue stars in this
region belonging to the young cluster, and µ˜ to be the
2 Throughout this article, we use µα to refer to the proper
motion value provided by Gaia, which includes the cos δ term.
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Figure 4. Left panel: Sky positions of all Gaia sources in this region with BP−RP < 0.35 (grey markers). The circles show
the regions used as cluster and control fields in the proper motion inference (Section 3.1). The control fields, together, have
the same area as the cluster field. Right panel: The colored 2D density shows the difference in number of sources per pixel
in the cluster field versus the two control fields (see left panel). The clear over-density in the cluster field (blue) are stars in
Price-Whelan 1.
true proper motion for a single star,
p(µ | µ˜,Cµ) = N (µ | µ˜,Cµ) (1)
p(µ˜ | f,x, s) = f pcl(µ˜ |x, s) + (1− f) pXD(µ˜) (2)
pcl(µ˜ |x, s) = N (µ˜ |x, s2 I) (3)
where N (· |y,C) represents the multidimensional nor-
mal distribution with mean y and covariance matrix C,
and I is the identity matrix. Because all distributions are
Gaussian, the per-star parameters (the true proper mo-
tions, µ˜) can be analytically marginalized out so that the
per-star likelihood can be expressed as p(µ | f,x, s,Cµ).
We assume that the measurements for each star, n, are
independent so that the full likelihood of all N stars
given the parameters (f,x, s) is
p({µn}N | f,x, s, {Cµ,n}N ) =
N∏
n
p(µn | f,x, s,Cµ,n) .
(4)
We use an ensemble Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampler (emcee; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013a;
Goodman & Weare 2010) to generate posterior sam-
ples over the parameters (f,x, s) using the likelihood
defined above (Equation 4), and assuming the following
prior probability distributions: uniform over the domain
(−5, 5) mas yr−1 for each component of x, uniform in
f , and uniform in log-s over the domain −6 < ln s < 4
(with s in units of mas yr−1). We run the sampler
with 32 walkers for 256 steps as burn-in, then reset
the sampler and run for an additional 512 steps, after
which the chains appear converged: We compute the
Gelman-Rubin (Gelman & Rubin 1992) convergence di-
agnostic and find that all chains have R < 1.1. We
then downsample the resulting chains by taking every
16th sample to preserve closer-to-independent samples,
leaving a total of 1024 samples; We use these sam-
ples to estimate the median posterior parameter values
and uncertainties, For the young cluster, we find x =
(−0.56, 0.47)± (0.04, 0.02) mas yr−1, ln s = −3.8± 0.9,
and f = 0.14 ± 0.02. The proper-motion dispersion is
consistent with zero, but is unmeasured: 95% of the
posterior samples have s < 0.09 mas yr−1, indicating
that the observed proper motion dispersion is consis-
tent with the proper motion Gaia uncertainties, which
have minimum and median values of ∼ 0.09 mas yr−1
and ∼ 0.4 mas yr−1, respectively. Table 5 contains a
subset of the Gaia DR2 data for stars in the cluster
field, with kinematic membership probabilities deter-
mined from this modeling procedure.
3.2. Inferring the stellar population parameters with
DECamphotometry
While the Gaia data provide exquisite astrometric
data for the brightest members of Price-Whelan 1, con-
straints on the stellar population from the Gaia data
alone are limited by degeneracies in the mapping from
the color-magnitude diagram to stellar parameters. In
addition, uncertainty in the Gaia passbands can cause
significant differences in Gaia BP − RP color for very
blue sources (Ma´ız Apella´niz & Weiler 2018). To mea-
sure the cluster population parameters, we therefore use
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the deeper photometry from DECam, which provides
a clear view of the main sequence of Price-Whelan 1
down to stellar masses M ∼ 0.9 M. We note that
this analysis and the subsequent discussion only con-
siders subregion (a) of Price-Whelan 1, which domi-
nates the total mass and number of stars in the clus-
ter. Figure 3 shows the DECam g- and i-band color-
magnitude diagrams for control fields (left) and cluster
fields (right) selected from the DECam footprint, once
again showing the young main sequence (coherent stel-
lar population in right panel). We use the g- and i-
band photometry—and u-band, though only the bright-
est ∼15 cluster field members are robustly detected,
however for those sources, the u-band significantly helps
to constrain the extinction for the cluster—for individ-
ual stars in a sub-section of the cluster field CMD (red
dashed outlined region in Figure 3) to infer the stel-
lar population parameters of Price-Whelan 1. To sum-
marize our methodology, we first generate independent
posterior samplings over the stellar parameters of each
individual source under an interim prior (over age, stel-
lar mass, distance, etc.), then use these individual sam-
plings to construct a Bayesian hierarchical model for
a two-component mixture model of the cluster and a
background population. This methodology is more ro-
bust than conventional isochrone-fitting methods that
require by-hand fitting of stellar population parameters
and naturally propagates uncertainties in the photom-
etry and cluster membership. If you prefer to skip the
details, the results of this modeling are presented in Sec-
tion 4.1.
In detail, we start by using the isochrones pack-
age (Morton 2015) to generate posterior samplings over
stellar parameters for each individual source given its
photometry and an interim prior. We use the MIST
(Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016; Paxton et al. 2011,
2013, 2015) isochrone grid, and isochrones automat-
ically performs interpolation between the provided grid
of stellar isochrones to predict photometry given a set
of stellar parameters. Here, the stellar parameters for
each source are its “equal evolutionary point” num-
ber EEP (see MIST documentation3), age τ , metal-
licity [Fe/H], extinction AV , and distance D, which
can be uniquely mapped to a point in the observed
CMD; The likelihood of a given set of these parameters,
θ = (EEP, τ, [Fe/H], AV , D), is then computed from the
photometry and (assumed Gaussian) photometric un-
certainties given the predicted photometry.
3 http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/
To generate posterior samples, we must also spec-
ify prior probability distributions over the parameters
θ. The priors for each parameter are summarized in
Table 2. The bounds on EEP limit the isochrone to evo-
lutionary phases between the zero-age main sequence to
the terminal-age main sequence, but this prior is ac-
tually computed using the stellar mass computed from
the isochrone parameters (see caption of Table 2). The
prior and bounds on AV are set to prefer small and
reasonable values of extinction for this moderately high
Galactic latitude region. The prior on distance assumes
a uniform space density of stars.
Parameter Prior Bounds
τ uniform (10 Myr, 15 Gyr)
[Fe/H] uniform (−2, 0.5)
EEP (see caption) (202, 355)
AV ∝ A−1V (0.001, 1) mag
D ∝ D2 (1, 100) kpc
Table 2. Prior probability distributions for each of the stel-
lar parameters defined in Section 3.2, used for the indepen-
dent (per star) posterior samplings. The stellar parameters
here are the “equal evolutionary point” number EEP, age
τ , metallicity [Fe/H], extinction AV , and distance D. The
prior on EEP is computed by calculating the stellar mass,
m, corresponding to a given point in the isochrone param-
eter space, (EEP, τ, [Fe/H]), and computing the probabil-
ity from a Salpeter (Salpeter 1955) mass prior such that
p(EEP) = p(m)
∣∣ dm
dEEP
∣∣, following the prescription used in
isochrones (Morton 2015).
We find that the photometry for individual sources
in the lower main sequence are very poorly constrained
in all parameters, and the prior tends to pull the poste-
rior samplings to prefer closer, older stellar parameters.
This is a weakness of our methodology for performing
the hierarchical inference: Each source is considered in-
dependently, even though there is clear structure in the
CMD (i.e. Figure 3), and inferring isochronal parame-
ters for individual lower main sequence stars is a funda-
mentally degenerate problem. A more correct way to do
this would be to infer the stellar parameters of all stars,
the cluster hyperparameters, and the background simul-
taneously. However, for the 417 stars we are using (in
the red box in Figure 3), this model would have ∼2,000
free parameters if left unmarginalized. We are develop-
ing tools to perform star cluster parameter inference in
this way (Morton et al., in prep.), but here we adopt
a simple hack to allow us to instead perform individual
posterior samplings and then combine those samplings
into a hierarchical inference.
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The brightest stars in the cluster have very precise
DECam photometry, and have precise astrometry from
Gaia. Given their location in the CMD, these stars
must be young. We therefore use the brightest kine-
matic member of Price-Whelan 1 — Gaia source ID
3480046557809199616 — as an “anchor” star: We model
every other source in the DECam selection region (i.e.
excluding this one) by fitting the photometry of it and
the anchor star simultaneously, assuming they have the
same age, metallicity, distance, and extinction but dif-
ferent EEP values. Motivated by the possible signature
of an (unresolved) binary sequence in the DECam CMD,
we add one further piece of complexity to the model by
allowing the photometry of each non-anchor source to
be fit as an unresolved binary star system. This adds
an additional parameter, the unresolved binary mass ra-
tio q, to the list of inferred stellar parameters for each
source, but, for this work, we ignore the binary compan-
ions and implicitly marginalize over q in what follows.
The details of this model are handled by the isochrones
package.
We generate posterior samplings over the parameters
(θ, q) for each of the 417 sources in the selected region
of the DECam CMD using PyMultinest (Buchner et al.
2014; Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009), and store
the value of the prior evaluated at the location of each
sample. We then use these samples and interim prior
values to construct our hierarchical model, as described
below.
In the hierarchical model, we assume that the stel-
lar parameters of each primary star in the selected re-
gion are either drawn from the cluster, or a background
(stellar halo) population. For the cluster, we assume
that the values are drawn from delta functions in age,
metallicity, distance, and extinction, with the centroids
of the delta functions α = (τ∗, [Fe/H]∗, D∗, A∗V ) as hy-
perparameters of the hierarchical inference—that is, we
assume that the cluster is a single stellar population
(SSP). We note that we have run the same hierarchical
model allowing for Gaussian spreads in age, metallicity,
and distance where we simultaneously infer the variances
in each cluster parameter, but we have found that the
variances are unconstrained, and we therefore instead
treat the cluster as an SSP.
For the background model, we assume the same pri-
ors as specified in Table 2. The one additional param-
eter that must be included in this hierarchical model is
the mixture weight: The global fraction of sources that
are likely cluster members, f . To compute the likeli-
hood for the hierarchical model, we use the individual
posterior samplings to marginalize over the per-source
stellar parameters θn to compute the marginal likeli-
hood p(mn |α, f), where mn = (g, i)n is the vector of
photometric data for source n; This likelihood for a sin-
gle source given a set of hyperparameters (α, f) is then
p(mn |α, f) =
∫
dθn p(mn |θn) p(θn |α, f) . (5)
We employ the “importance sampling trick” (see, e.g.,
Appendix of Price-Whelan et al. 2018 or Hogg et al.
2010; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014 for other examples)
to re-write an approximate form for this marginal like-
lihood as
p(mn |α, f) ≈ Zn
K
K∑
k
p(θnk |α, f)
p(θnk |α0, f) (6)
where the index k specifies the index of one of K poste-
rior samples generated from the independent samplings
(described above), Zn is a constant, and the denomi-
nator, p(θnk |α0, f), are the values of the interim prior
used to do the independent samplings. In this work,
N = 417 and we adopt K = 2048.
With the marginal likelihood (Equation 6), we then
need to specify prior probability distributions for the
hyperparameters (α, f), and we can then generate pos-
terior samples for the hyperparameters. We use uni-
form priors for all of these, as summarized in Table 3.
We use emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013a; Goodman
& Weare 2010) to sample from the posterior probabil-
ity distribution for the hyperparameters given all of the
photometric data,
p(α, f | {mn}) ∝ p(α) p(f)
N∏
n
p(mn |α, f) . (7)
Here we use 64 walkers and run for an initial 128 steps
to burn-in the sampler before running for a final 1024
steps. We again compute the Gelman-Rubin (Gelman
& Rubin 1992) convergence diagnostic and find that all
chains have R < 1.1 and are thus likely converged. Fig-
ure 5 shows a corner plot with all 1D and 2D marginal
posterior probability distributions estimated from the
samples.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Stellar population and physical characteristics
We use the posterior samples from the hierarchical
inference described in Section 3.2 to compute the poste-
rior probabilities that each source in the DECam CMD
selection box (red box, Figure 3) is a member of the
cluster. Figure 6 shows the DECam photometry for
all sources with membership probability > 0.5 (circle
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Parameter Prior Bounds
τ∗ uniform (1 Myr, 1 Gyr)
[Fe/H]∗ uniform (−2, 0)
A∗V uniform (0, 1) mag
D∗ uniform (1, 100) kpc
f uniform (0, 1)
Table 3. Prior probability distributions for the hyperparam-
eters (α, f), used for the hierarchical inference of the cluster
stellar population parameters. The cluster parameters here
are the cluster age τ∗, metallicity [Fe/H]∗, extinction A∗V ,
and distance D∗, and the fraction of stars in the field that
belong to the cluster f .
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Figure 5. A corner plot showing marginal posterior proba-
bility distributions estimated from the the posterior samples
generated from the hierarchical inference of the cluster pop-
ulation parameters.
markers). Over-plotted in Figure 6 (blue, solid line) is
a MIST isochrone with the median posterior parame-
ters derived from the hierarchical modeling, shifted to
the median distance and extincted given the median
AV value. Under the assumption that Price-Whelan
1 has a single stellar population, we find that Price-
Whelan 1 is indeed young, distant, and metal poor,
with median posterior values and standard deviations
of age τ = 117 ± 23 Myr, distance D = 28.7 ± 0.5 kpc,
and metallicity [Fe/H] = −1.14 ± 0.05 (see also Ta-
ble 4 for a summary). We find that the inferred extinc-
tion, AV = 0.205 ± 0.011, is consistent with the value
AV,SFD ≈ 0.2 from the (recalibrated) SFD dust map
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Figure 6. The DECam color-magnitude diagram for sources
with probability > 0.5 of belonging to Price-Whelan 1 (dark,
larger markers), and sources with probability < 0.5 (lighter,
smaller markers). The solid line (blue) shows the MIST
isochrone for the median posterior sample from the hierar-
chical inference of the cluster population parameters, shifted
to the inferred distance to Price-Whelan 1, and extincted
with the inferred extinction. The dashed line (green) shows
the same isochrone, shifted ≈ 0.75 magnitudes brighter, rep-
resenting the expected location of the equal-mass binary se-
quence of the cluster.
(Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). We
note again that, with the DECam photometry, we are
limited to studying the subcomponent a of Price-Whelan
1 — follow-up imaging of component b (see Figure 1)
would enable a similar analysis for the full cluster.
Also plotted in Figure 6 is the equal-mass binary se-
quence (green, dashed line) computed from the median
posterior sample: The abundance of sources between
the nominal isochrone and the binary sequence high-
lights the fact that the cluster may contain a significant
number of binary or multiple star systems, but we leave
a detailed study of multiplicity to future work. We note
that, similar to young open clusters in the Milky Way
disk (e.g., Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b), the bluest
stars in the CMD have more apparent scatter than the
lower main sequence. This is likely a combination of
many things that are not addressed in this work, such
as binarity, convective core overshooting (e.g., Yang &
Tian 2017; Johnston et al. 2019), or an intrinsic spread
in stellar parameters.
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We use the isochrone corresponding to the median
posterior sample to estimate the total stellar mass of the
cluster. By assuming that the DECam imaging is 100%
complete to stars with (g− i) < 0.3) and g < 22, and by
assuming a Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa 2001),
we use the number of observed stars and the isochrone
to compute the total mass, Mtot,∗ ≈ 1200 M.
The mass and age of Price-Whelan 1 are compara-
ble to Milky Way disk open clusters, but with a much
lower metallicity, and a much larger spatial extent. For
example, the Pleiades has an age ∼ 135 Myr (Gossage
et al. 2018), but a physical size ∼ 5 pc. At a distance of
28.7 kpc, Price-Whelan 1 spans ∼ 1.5◦, corresponding
to a physical size ∼ 700–800 pc. This is more com-
parable to (but still larger than) recent star formation
sites in the Magellanic bridge (e.g., Mackey et al. 2017),
which likely formed as a result of the violent interaction
between the MCs. If Price-Whelan 1 formed unbound,
but with an initial size comparable to the present size
of the Pleiades, this corresponds to an expansion veloc-
ity ∼ 6 km s−1, which would be detectable with precise
radial velocity measurements of stars on either side of
Price-Whelan 1.
Inferred properties of Price-Whelan 1
Name Value Description
〈α〉 178.8◦ right ascension
〈δ〉 −29.4◦ declination
〈D〉 28.7± 0.4 kpc Heliocentric distance
〈µα〉 −0.56± 0.04 mas yr−1 proper motion in RA
〈µδ〉 0.47± 0.02 mas yr−1 proper motion in Dec
τ 116± 7 Myr age
M 1200 M total stellar mass
[Fe/H] −1.14± 0.05 metallicity
AV 0.21± 0.02 extinction
Table 4. This table summarizes the measured or inferred
kinematic and stellar population parameters of the young
halo stellar cluster Price-Whelan 1. Formal precisions on
all inferred parameters are very small, typically one to a
few per cent, but we suspect that systematic errors with the
photometry and isochrone models limit the accuracy of these
measurements to ∼ 5%.
4.2. Relation to the Magellanic stream
At the sky location and distance of Price-Whelan 1,
i.e. well into the Galactic halo, the only plausible gas
reservoirs that could have formed a young cluster are the
MS, or a previously unknown high velocity cloud (HVC).
HVCs are thought to either be accreted and therefore
lower metallicity than typical present-day Milky Way
HI column density near Price−Whelan 1
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Figure 7. GASS HI column density in the region of LA II,
shown in three different velocity slices (corresponding to and
indicated in each panel). The colored rectangles under each
velocity label correspond to the colored ranges in Figure 8.
The coordinate system is the Magellanic stream spherical
coordinate system defined in Nidever et al. (2008), and the
units of LMS and BMS are degrees. The horizontal colorbar
shows the column density of HI in units of 1019 atoms cm−2.
The open circle (green) marks the position of Price-Whelan
1, and the feature commonly attributed to the LA is indi-
cated in the top panel.
gas, or ejected from the Milky Way through a “Galactic
fountain”-like process and therefore comparable metal-
licity to disk gas. Both processes clearly occur: the MS
itself is evidence of gas accretion into the Milky Way
halo, and the mysterious Smith Cloud (Smith 1963) is
a metal-rich ([Fe/H] ∼ 0.5 Fox et al. 2016) HVC that
plausibly originated from the Galactic disk (e.g., Breg-
man 1980). Given the low metallicity of the stars in
Price-Whelan 1, the gas it formed from was likely ex-
tragalactic, as any violent star-forming regions in the
Milky Way disk that could have driven gas so far out
into the halo have, at present-day, significantly higher
metallicity than this cluster.
We therefore take a closer look at the HI gas in
the vicinity of Price-Whelan 1 to assess its possible
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Figure 8. The position-velocity diagram of GASS HI Gaus-
sian centers in a slice of Magellanic latitudes (indicated) in
the same region as Figure 7, showing the line-of-sight velocity
(in the local standard of rest frame) of gas near Price-Whelan
1. The colored rectangles (red, orange, yellow) indicate the
three velocity slices used in Figure 7. Here the colorbar shows
the gas density in units of 1018 atoms cm−2 deg. Note that
the densest gas at the longitude of Price-Whelan 1 (vertical
line) appears to be associated with the lower velocity fila-
ments seen at lower longitudes LMS . 60◦, which may be
decelerated gas associated with the Magellanic stream.
relation to the MS. While no bulk metallicity mea-
surements exist for the LA gas, recent measurements
of oxygen and silicon abundances ([O/H] ∼ −1) sug-
gest that the gas has a comparable abundance pattern
to the SMC gas (Fox et al. 2013, 2018; Richter et al.
2018). If Price-Whelan 1 formed from this gas, we would
then expect that the stellar metallicity should be simi-
lar to young stars in the SMC. In the outskirts of the
SMC, the metallicity distribution of the youngest stars
(age < 2 Gyr) has a peak around [Fe/H] ∼ −1 and a
spread of σ[Fe/H] ∼ 0.2 dex, which at least means that
the metallicity of Price-Whelan 1 ([Fe/H] ≈ −1.1) is
consistent with young SMC stars (Dobbie et al. 2014).
We next look at the kinematics of high velocity gas
in this region. Figure 7 shows the HI column density
of the catalog of Gaussian centers (producted with the
techniques and software from Nidever et al. 2008) from
the Galactic All Sky Survey (GASS; McClure-Griffiths
et al. 2009; Kalberla et al. 2010) in the region around the
LA and plotted in the MS coordinate system (LMS, BMS;
Nidever et al. 2008). The location of Price-Whelan 1 is
marked (green circle), and the three panels show three
different velocity slices (indicated on each panel). The
MS gas is most visible and densest at the highest veloci-
ties where the LA II feature is found, around LMS . 61◦
and BMS ∼ −12◦, but the lower panels (i.e. slower gas)
still displays some of the same morphology as the high-
est velocity slice.
This is also apparent in a position-velocity diagram
of the same range of longitudes: Figure 8 shows the
velocity of gas in this region (all longitudes, but near
BMS ∼ −13◦) as a function of LMS. Here, the longi-
tude of Price-Whelan 1 is marked as the dashed verti-
cal (green) line. The LA II feature is again visible as
the VLSR > 200 km s
−1 filament of gas at LMS . 60◦
(and a faint extension near LMS ∼ 65◦), but two other
prominent filaments with similar morphologies are ap-
parent at lower velocities VLSR ∼ 60 km s−1 and VLSR ∼
100 km s−1 from LMS . 65◦.
The entire region shown in Figure 7 is on the other
side of the Galactic disk with respect to the Magellanic
clouds, meaning that all of the MS gas in this region
has passed through the Galactic midplane. The simi-
lar filamentary structure in the high and lower velocity
gas therefore raises the question: Did the low veloc-
ity filaments originate in the MS, but were decelerated
through interactions with Milky Way gas? This sce-
nario has been suggested (i.e., that the LA material has
interacted with gas in the Galactic disk) based on the
kinematics and morphology of a LA HVC (McClure-
Griffiths et al. 2008) and presents a possible formation
scenario for Price-Whelan 1. If the cluster formed from
the LA gas, and some of the gas interacted with the
Milky Way disk, the dynamics of the stars and the gas
that interacted would have decoupled as soon as the
stars formed. Given the geometry of the current loca-
tion of Price-Whelan 1 (i.e. our viewing angle from the
solar position), in this scenario we would expect a mod-
erate velocity difference between the gas that interacted
and stars to primarily appear as a difference in the tan-
gential velocities of the stars and the gas (which is not
measured). We can therefore use the line-of-sight veloc-
ity of the gas as a proxy for the line-of-sight velocity of
the stars in Price-Whelan 1 to study the Galactic orbit
of the cluster, as discussed in the next section, and be-
cause we do not yet have radial velocity information for
the stars.
4.3. The Galactic orbit of Price-Whelan 1
Since the gas distribution in Figure 8 shows excess
at velocities VLSR ≈ (60, 110, 230) km s−1 near the
location of the cluster (ignoring the disk gas between
VLSR ∼ −20–20 km s−1), it seems that there are three
qualitatively different line-of-sight velocities that the gas
(and plausibly Price-Whelan 1) could have. If we adopt
these velocity measurements as the line-of-sight (LOS)
velocity of Price-Whelan 1, we have measurements of all
6 phase-space components and can compute orbits for
the cluster. We compute Galactic orbits of the cluster
using each of the three values of the line-of-sight veloc-
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Figure 9. The past orbit of Price-Whelan 1in Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates, computed by assuming a line-of-sight
velocity equal to each of three different possible gas filaments in the LA II region of the MS (as indicated in right panel). In
these coordinates, the Sun is at (x, y, z) = (−8.1, 0, 0) kpc, and the present-day locations of Price-Whelan 1 (filled black marker)
and the LMC (open black marker) are indicated. The time at each point in the orbits is indicated by the colorbar, with the
darkest regions corresponding to t = −130 Myr, the inferred age of Price-Whelan 1. The past and future orbit of the LMC are
shown as the colored line and dashed line, respectively.
ity from the LA II region filaments. Figure 9 shows
these three orbits computed by integrating the position
of Price-Whelan 1 backwards in time: The two panels
of Figure 9 show the Galactocentric Cartesian trajec-
tories of Price-Whelan 1 over the last 260 Myr by as-
suming each of the three plausible line-of-sight velocities
discussed above (as labeled in the right panel). To com-
pute the orbits, we use a three-component Milky Way
mass model consisting of a disk (Miyamoto & Nagai
1975), a bulge (Hernquist 1990), and a spherical dark
matter halo (Navarro et al. 1996). The parameters of
this model are set to match the circular velocity pro-
file and disk properties of Bovy (2015), and is imple-
mented in the gala package (Price-Whelan 2017) as the
MilkyWayPotential.
We tried including an LMC component as a Hern-
quist sphere (Hernquist 1990) with masses between
1010–2.5 × 1011 M, but find that the orbit of Price-
Whelan 1 does not change much over the integration
period. If the LMC mass were as high as 8× 1011 M,
all three orbits of Price-Whelan 1 return to and end up
bound to the LMC, but at this large of a mass, the as-
sumption of a fixed Milky Way reference frame is invalid.
We therefore neglect LMC–SMC component in what fol-
lows, and present an alternate interpretation below.
Also shown in Figure 9 is the present-day location of
the LMC (open black circle), the present-day location
of Price-Whelan 1 (filled black circle), the past orbit of
the LMC over the same period, and the projected fu-
ture orbit of the LMC (dashed line), all excluding the
LMC–SMC as a mass component. For the two lower
LOS velocity cases, the orbit of Price-Whelan 1 crosses
the midplane of the Galactic disk at a time comparable
to the age of the cluster (i.e. when the color is darkest,
corresponding to a time ≈ −130 Myr). However, while
the orbits of Price-Whelan 1 and the LMC are gener-
ally in the same orbital plane and have the same sense
about the Galaxy, none of the orbits closely approach
(within the half-mass radius of our Hernquist model for
the LMC) or cross the orbit of the LMC (even when
including the LMC mass component). This is expected
if the gas was shocked or otherwise lost kinetic energy
through, e.g., ram pressure — as is expected to explain
the morphology of the LA material (e.g., Hammer et al.
2015) — during or before the star formation event that
produced Price-Whelan 1. We therefore posit that the
orbit of Price-Whelan 1 can be explained as having orig-
inated from the LMC–SMC system with some loss of
orbital energy during the star formation event.
Precise radial velocity measurements of stars in Price-
Whelan 1 will definitively rule on this scenario. For one,
with a precision σv . 2 km s−1, the internal kinematics
of Price-Whelan 1 could be resolved, and in particu-
lar the expansion rate could be measured. But even
low-precision velocity measurements would either con-
firm the association between Price-Whelan 1 and one of
the three LA II-region gas filaments, or would challenge
this scenario.
4.4. Other possible formation scenarios
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While the spatial proximity of Price-Whelan 1 to LA
gas in the Magellanic Stream suggests a tentative con-
nection, radial velocity data for the stars is required to
confirm that the velocity of the cluster is consistent with
the gas and thereby confirm the connection (Nidever et
al., in prep.). However, even if the cluster can be confi-
dently, kinematically associated with the LA gas, a num-
ber of mysteries would remain. First, it is not clear what
could have triggered this star formation event, or why
this appears to be the only young cluster associated with
the LA gas. Second, the origin of the LA gas itself is
not well understood, and some studies have questioned
its connection to the Magellanic Clouds (Tepper-Garc´ıa
et al. 2019).
Other possible formation scenarios for Price-Whelan
1 do not help to resolve these issues. One possible alter-
native scenario is that the Price-Whelan 1 birth cloud
was unassociated with the MS and instead a lone HVC.
However, this still raises questions about what triggered
the star formation, given that other HVCs in the Milky
Way are observed to be devoid of stars (e.g., Stark et al.
2015). Another possible origin for Price-Whelan 1 is
that it formed from gas stripped from a fully-destroyed
dwarf galaxy (an unknown satellite of the Magellanic
Clouds). However, we have not found a significant over-
density of comoving older stars associated with the LA
in this region.
One final possibility is that these stars were formed
in or associated with the Galactic disk. While there
have been some claimed discoveries of young, embed-
ded clusters at high Galactic latitude (within . 5 kpc of
the sun, e.g., Camargo et al. 2015, 2016, these may not
be real (Turner et al. 2017). Still, stars formed in the
Galactic disk have been observed far from the disk mid-
plane with heights up to |z| ∼ 10 kpc (e.g., the TriAnd
over-density; Price-Whelan et al. 2015; Bergemann et al.
2018)). However, TriAnd has an old stellar population,
and no young disk stars have been since found associ-
ated with this or other features in the outer Galactic
disk (Deason et al. 2018; Laporte et al. 2019).
5. SUMMARY
We have identified a young, metal-poor stellar as-
sociation in the Galactic halo — named Price-Whelan
1 — with an age τ ≈ 117 Myr, heliocentric distance
D ≈ 28.7 kpc, and metallicity [Fe/H] ≈ −1.14. At its
present-day sky position, and at large distances, all sig-
nificant quantities of HI are associated with the lead-
ing arm of the Magellanic stream, and thus it plausibly
formed from this gas. The age of the cluster is broadly
consistent with the time it would have most recently
crossed the Galactic midplane, suggesting the possibility
that interaction with the Milky Way disk or tidal com-
pression could have triggered this star formation event.
Previous studies have detected young stars in the leading
arm and in the periphery of the LMC (Casetti-Dinescu
et al. 2014; Moni Bidin et al. 2017), however, this is
the first time that an entire young star cluster has been
detected so far from the Clouds.
The discovery of Price-Whelan 1 provides a criti-
cal distance constraint to the leading arm Magellanic
stream and will aid future Magellanic system and Milky
Way modeling efforts. It also provides an opportunity to
study star formation in a unique environment (i.e. low
gas density, low metallicity, and large velocity), unlike
that of the Milky Way disk or any other local cluster-
forming region. The serendipitous discovery of this clus-
ter is a reminder that the combined value of the Gaia
data with deep, large-area imaging surveys provides a
wealth of information about our Galaxy and stellar halo.
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APPENDIX
A. QUERIES
Initial query to select very blue stars away from the Galactic plane:
SELECT * FROM gaiadr2.gaia_source
WHERE parallax < 1
AND (bp_rp > -0.5) AND (bp_rp < 0)
AND phot_g_mean_mag < 20
AND ABS(b) > 20
Query to retrieve Gaia data around the blue, comoving group found and discussed in Section 2:
SELECT *
FROM gaiadr2.gaia_source
WHERE (parallax < 1 OR parallax IS NULL)
AND ra > 177 AND ra < 182
AND dec > -31.3 AND dec < -26.3
B. DATA
Catalog of Gaia sources and kinematic probability
source id ra dec pmra pmdec G0 BP0 RP0 member prob
3462048793708019200 184.799 -34.971 0.09 -1.61 19.79 19.915 19.61 0.00
3462056696448285440 184.511 -34.988 -4.24 -1.32 20.80 20.498 20.31 0.09
3462062670747949312 184.426 -34.816 -0.56 -2.77 20.33 20.363 20.06 0.00
3462062709402484224 184.407 -34.809 -7.50 -3.16 20.67 20.437 20.09 0.01
3462065904858152832 184.705 -34.783 0.91 -1.95 20.64 20.625 20.37 0.12
...
(5983 rows)
Table 5. Select Gaia DR2 data and membership probabilities computed for all stars in the cluster region (see Figure 4).
Catalog of DECam photometry for point sources
name ra dec g g err i i err control mask cluster mask member mask
J115311.06-283133.4 178.296 -28.525 24.09 0.46 23.99 0.33 True False False
J115403.33-283553.8 178.513 -28.598 25.27 0.29 22.70 0.04 True False False
J115424.21-283749.6 178.600 -28.630 24.61 0.25 23.83 0.28 True False False
J115413.93-283343.6 178.558 -28.562 25.37 0.41 22.76 0.05 True False False
J115419.62-283635.8 178.581 -28.609 24.20 0.13 21.89 0.02 True False False
...
(51932 rows)
Table 6. DECam photometry and sky positions for point sources in the observed DECam field. The boolean columns
control mask and cluster mask are True when a given source is in the control or cluster CCDs, respectively (see Figure 2).
The boolean column member mask is True when the source has a photometric membership probability > 0.5 of belonging to the
cluster stellar population (see Section 3.2).
Facility: Blanco (DECam)
Software: Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013, 2018),dustmaps (Green 2018), emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013a,b),gala (Price-Whelan2017), IPython (Pe´rez&Granger2007), isochrones (Morton2015),matplotlib (Hunter2007),
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numpy (Walt et al. 2011),PyMultinest (Buchner et al. 2014), schwimmbad (Price-Whelan & Foreman-Mackey 2017), scipy
(Jones et al. 2001–)
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